«Over the years, the Lassalle-Haus
has become like a second home to
me. This place of intense human
encounters, of silence and contemplation sets a valuable and highly
welcomed counterpoint to an ever
increasingly hectic world».
Daniel T.,
Member of the Board of Patrons
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Friends of the
Lassalle-Haus
Patrons Association

Making a difference together
Extraordinary things can only be achieved through joint commitment. The Patrons Association sees
itself as a circle of friends who are close to Lassalle-Haus and who themselves seek ways to anchor a
living spirituality in everyday life.
In the 90 years since its founding, the Lassalle-Haus has continuously transformed itself and always

As a personal place of empowerment,
I got to know and appreciate the
Lassalle-Haus and its management team
more than 20 years ago. The goal of the
Patrons Association is the non-material and
financial support of the Lassalle-Haus, so
that people in search of spirituality
and contemplation can experience this place
of spiritual force.

oriented its program toward the current challenges facing society. However, it has always remained true
to its core, the experience of silence, as the foundation for inner and outer change.
As a non-profit organization, we are particularly relying on the commitment of people who are
interested in spiritual and social issues. Since the founding of the Patrons Association in September
1999, we have always maintained a close relationship with the friends of our house. With your support
you help to put the house on solid financial footing and give it the necessary flexibility to keep up with
the ever-changing demands of society.
We are grateful for your allegiance and solidarity with the house and look forward to welcoming you to
the Patrons Association.

Elisabeth W.,
Member of the Patrons Association for 20 years

Urs Raschle

Tobias Karcher

President Patrons Association Lassalle-Haus

Director Lassalle-Haus

Become a Member of the «Friends of the Lassalle-Haus»

Meeting and dialog

The coming together and exchange among friends of the house, is

We can already look back on 20 years of Patrons Association.

important to us. To this end, we regularly invite you to the Lassalle-Haus:

Your contribution

Encounters and dialog with exciting personalities on current topics

Our events offer the opportunity to go in-depth into socially relevant

With an annual fee starting at CHF 200

are the focus of our events.

topics in our own spiritual, dialog-oriented and responsible way.

you can become a member of the

Past events have included:

Patrons Association «Friends of the
Lassalle-Haus». Collective membership

Headliners at our Patrons Summer Events

Patrons Salon

Patrons Summer Event

is open to companies, institutions and

– Hans Küng, theologian and founder of the Global Ethic Foundation

An informal setting, a theme, a guest:

The highlight for our patrons is undoubt-

foundations. By transferring the annual

– Leonardo Boff, Brazilian liberation theologist

Twice a year we invite you to spend a

edly the Patrons Summer Event, which

membership fee, you automatically

– Arnold Hottinger, orientalist and NZZ Middle East expert

(Sunday) afternoon with us. The focus is

takes place every summer when the park

become a member.

– Alois M. Haas, literary scholar and mystic researcher

on current topics that inspire us and

is in full bloom. Ceremonial speeches,

encourage us to think ahead. In recent

presentations, musical contributions and

Account

– Ingrid Grave, Dominican nun and «Sternstunden» host SRF

years, this has included migration and

panel discussions alternate and enable

Patrons Association

– Frère Richard, Taizé

refugee movements, intergenerational

encounters with well-known personalities

Lassalle-Haus Bad Schönbrunn

– Ion Karagounis, WWF Switzerland

relations, dialog between Christians and

– the literary scholar and author Peter von

Zuger Kantonalbank

Muslims in Switzerland, youth and faith,

Matt, the theologian and cultural historian

Kto. Nr. 04-727.919-02

Topics at our Patrons Gatherings

the mystic Niklaus von Flüe or also the

Karl-Josef Kuschel, the Jungian analysts

PC-Account 80-192-9

– Humans on the run: charity on trial

mediator between East and West, Hugo

Ingrid Riedel and Verena Kast are just a

IBAN CH 63 0078 7000 4727 9190 2

– The challenges of climate change

Enomiya Lassalle SJ.

few of the guests who have already

(please specify payment purpose)

– 250 years Jesuit Paraguayan Reductions

enriched a Patrons Summer Event.

– Udo Janz, director UNHCR New York

– To Jerusalem on foot: a first-hand testimonial
– The Swiss Jesuits and China
– Film pioneer Abbé Joye SJ
– Of pointless competitions and treadmills of happiness

Our mission
Lassalle-Haus stands for spirituality, dialog and responsibility. We are committed to a more peaceful and
just world. By offering people space to find themselves in the realm of silence, we want to awaken a passion
for increased humane and sustainable action.
Source: Embedded in a wellspring landscape, Lassalle-Haus wants to show people the way to the inner
source.
Spirital practice: We are convinced that through spiritual practice people become more mindful and free
in their dealings with themselves and the environment.
Silence moves

Interreligious orientation: We see the encounter of religions as a unique opportunity for a united world.
Dialog: We cultivate exchange with people from business, politics and culture, aware that dialog is the only
way to counter violence in the world.
Sustainability: We stand for a considerate way of life and respectful handling of the resources of our world.
Personal: We offer a holistic and spiritual environment for individual, personal development, convinced that
each person is important and unique.
Place of silence: We believe in the power of silence.

«In silence lies a force that promotes community.
People who meditate approach matters and other
people at eye level, as if they were
related to all – and indeed they are.»
Niklaus Brantschen

